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PROUD TO BE AN AMERICAN HUNTER! 

Stay Warm And In Style With The “American Hunter” Hoodie From Buck Wear®  
 

The industry innovators at Buck Wear® Inc. believe that hunters can have the best of both worlds when it  

comes to showcasing their passion for hunting and keeping up with the fashion trends of 2010.  Thatʼs why  

the company has continued to blend its fashion-forward designs and hunting/outdoor roots with its new-for-2010 

unique line-up of causal wear, including the new Buck Wear “American Hunter” white zippered hoodie. 

 

The new Buck Wear “American Hunter” zippered hoodie (Model #1947) is constructed of 80/20% Cotton/Poly 

fleece — ensuring wearers stay warm and toasty on the inside while keeping cold air out.  Its drawstring hood is 

lined with Realtree® camouflage on the interior while its convenient pouch pocket is ideal for warming frozen 

fingers or housing small items such as wallets or cell phones.  This cozy sweatshirt will not only help ward off the 

windy chill, its modern design and two-toned colors allow hunters to stay warm in style whether ʻchilling-outʼ 

around camp or around town.  The front of the hoodie is printed with a dynamic and realistic sillouette of a hunting 

scene, sure to resonate with all hunting enthusiasts.  The words, “American Hunter” pop across the front of the 

zippered sweatshirt in dark lettering outlined in orange, revealing its ʻdark-sideʼ trend that is current with todayʼs 

styles in casual wear.  

 

The Buck Wear “American Hunter” zippered hoodie is available in a wide range of adult sizes from M to XXL — 

ensuring a proper fit for each and every “American Hunter” out there. As always, Buck Wearʼs premium quality 

screen-printing process ensures that this unique hoodie will stay looking sharp season after season and through 

repeated washings. 

 

For more information on the new Buck Wear zippered hoodie (Model #1947) or Buck Wearʼs full selection of  

t-shirts, thermals, sweatshirts and caps for outdoor enthusiasts, please contact:  Buck Wear, Inc., 2900 Cowan 

Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21223· Telephone: (410) 646-6400 · Or visit www.buckwear.com. 
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